CloudDISPATCH
Workflow Management
Software
Connect abnormality management into your
manufacturing workflows to eliminate flow
interruptions and optimize availability.

Without CloudDISPATCH

Powered by CloudDISPATCH

Low visibility to production abnormalities

Real-time view of issues and opportunities

Constraints and priorities are unclear

Focused constraint management

Lack of communication on critical issues

Real-time communication & escalation protocol

Excessive time to resolve problems

Efficiently identify and resolve problems

L2L CloudDISPATCH Facts
Solve Abnormalities with ANDON Workflows
Workflow Management

Intelligent Document Association

Actionable Data

Configurable workflows tailored to fit

Documentation is attached to area,

Simplify large data sets into

plant needs

line, and machine workflows

actionable insights

Automated Andon (Signals)

Escalation Protocols

Seamless Integration

IoT, MES, and machine-triggered

Remain current with all notifications and

Easy to use REST-based

signals

escalations related to daily operations

web service API

(production, audits, projects, etc.)
Easy Manual Andon (Signals)
Trigger and escalate issues to be

Dashboards

Digital Log Book

resolved

Full suite of KPI's for visualizing and

Uncover hidden patterns,

prioritizing critical gaps

correlations, & insights

Analyze real-time data to Identify and

Clear Visibility

Easy Implementation

prioritize performance gaps

Understand current business status at a

No coding required by IT

Reports

glance, from home or the office
Automate Response Triggers
Quickly Identify, respond to, and
resolve issues

Technical Specifications

Trust in L2L

Mobile ready, cloud-based Lean Execution System (LES) hosted by AWS

Trusted by Energizer, Goodyear,
Schick, Bose and many more

Fully-functioning API can be integrated with ERP, MES, EAM/CMMS,
MOM, and other
Uninterrupted plant operations with automated feature updates
Seamlessly integrate all existing systems into a unified digital platform

Our software has been driving
improvement in manufacturing for
over 20 years
24/7 support, free upgrades, and no
hidden fees

systems such as SAP, JD Edwards, QAD File, M2M, and more
L2L provides a Lean Execution System software platform for manufacturers. It has integrated and easy-to-use lean tools that allow operators and managers to use
real-time data to reveal and solve root cause problems that cause metric misses, all while creating a sustainable plant floor culture of continuous improvement.

Finally a win/win for maintenance and production
Schedule a call today to add L2L to your maintenance playbook.

Schedule a Demo
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